A multicellular spheroid-based sensor for anti-cancer therapeutics.
The progress in cellular engineering offers novel approaches for anti-cancer therapies. To investigate the effectiveness of potential therapies efficient screening methods are required. We propose an impedance measurement system which enables the use of multicellular spheroid models in bioelectronic screening systems either for non destructive life-time diagnostic or anti-cancer therapies. A biohybrid sensor system is created comprising gene-manipulated T47D clone 11 breast carcinoma spheroids positioned hydrodynamically in a capillary system with electrodes. A novel approach employing an antisense-5'butyrylcholinesterase expression system is probed on reaggregated tumor cells under simulated microgravity, inhibiting the gene transcription and translation of the embryonic proliferation marker butyrylcholinesterase expressed in different tumor types. Alterations in the morphology of cell aggregates e.g. apoptosis or necrosis can be detected by impedance spectroscopy monitoring the electric behavior of membranes and extracellular space with a high resolution and reproducibility. The hydrodynamic positioning of 3D in vitro cell aggregates and the short time for the measurements represent an innovative method for a synchronized multicapillary screening system. The combination of the measuring system with a bioreactor enables cyclic life time recordings of impedance spectra for monitoring the cell aggregate properties for a long period.